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Maturity models for E-government and E-commerce 

Introduction 
E-government maturity models are being developed to monitor whether governments are on the right track. The perhaps 

most quoted e-government maturity model was developed by [Layne and Lee (2001)] published in “Government 

Information Quarterly”, which argues that progress on e-government data integration is a matter of “technological and 

organizational complexity”. The Layne & Lee model shows the 3 different stages of e-government moving from 

“Catalog stage” to “Transaction stage” to “Vertical Integration” towards “Horizontal Integration”.  

 

However a possible danger by focusing on first internal transactions, then vertical and horizontal integration are, that 

too much energy is spend in the beginning defining “internal IT and Intranet boundaries” - than delivering value-adding 

external/horizontal services to the customers, businesses and citizens [Andersen (2006), p5]. Even today most of public 

web presence has been made primarily to obtain public information, thus lacking the interactive quality crucial to 

citizen-initiated contact [Streib (2003), p83], recommended also by LEAN-management in public sector [Womach & 

Jones], for example in the context of “LEAN-huset” (pictured below), where focus is turned on the customer/citizen. 

 

For this reason the PPR maturity model was developed by [Andersen & Henriksen (2006)], as an extension of the 

Layne & Lee model, which shows that not only “technical and organizational integration” issues may be in focus for e-

government, but also customer, business-, citizen-centric need for “application and data mobility across organizations”, 

where “ownership of data” may eventually be transferred to public customers (citizens and companies), instead of often 

being held and handled internally at mainly one specific public administrators location.  

 

 
[Layne & Lee (2001)] 

 
[Andersen & Henriksen (2006)] 

Figur 1: Stages of e-government & e-commerce maturity 

Consequently, the study focus of my synopsis within the “Public Sector Process Rebuilding” course at CBS is the 

“Horizontal (Business) Integration” of the Layne and Lee model for what is called “real one stop shopping for 

citizens”, plus the “PPR maturity model Phase IV: Citizen-centric application and data mobility across organizations”, 

analyzed in regards to the course curriculum, within especially the public sector and healthcare sector.  
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Challenges 

Citizen-Centric E-government  

Above described maturity models and even IT-market situations have implications for e-government, especially public 

services and healthcare sector, dealing very much with external processes towards citizens and private companies. 

While the citizen portal “borger.dk” has just been introduced in Denmark, it still requires more business organizational 

and strategic workflow management for building new citizen self-service interfaces behind the “borger.dk”, 

“sundhed.dk” and “skat.dk” portals for much better social services, healthcare services, tax services for businesses, 

schools, etc. Initially the “borger.dk” portal has been represented by the following figure, representing a “thin entry 

portal” for a variety of different citizen services, sharing different functional and common components. The “borger.dk” 

portal will by using especially the “Digital Signature” as single sign-on, show up to 30 personalized themes such as 

“My Home”, “My Pension”, “My Money”, “My children”, etc.  

 

  
 

At the heart of borger.dk portal is the “Form Server” (Blanket Server) and “Document Box” (Dokument Boks) together 

with bank information (Nem Konto), but also specific payment options for the citizens. But how do we support new 

citizen-optimal portal workflow and payments – by drawing from my IT & business research? 

 

As options for further public debate, this synopsis focus on studying above customer-, business- and citizen-centric 

portals according to especially the PPR maturity model, Phase IV, but also the [Deloitte and Touche’s (2001)] six-stage 

model. This six-stage model is based on the customer service perspective, which emphasizes customer-centricity, and 

defines the process as an evolution of close relationships between businesses, governments and citizens. Enhancing 

citizen services this way - may highly improve internal operations, such as the internal effectiveness and efficiency of 

government administrations! [Siau Streib (2003), p450] 

E-government future perspective 
Better collaboration between government and private businesses towards citizens are illustrated in Figur 2 [Siau Streib 

(2003), p445]: E-governments are now regarded as a sophisticated and integrated portal to connect internal governing 

and external users, such as public suppliers/businesses partners/vendors – with customers and citizens!  
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Figur 2: Overall framework for e-government [Siau Streib (2003), p445] 

Drawing now from the maturity models above, in regards to “horizontal integration” and “mobility of data”, we may 

need a more specific customer-centric e-government workflow of processes and interactions, where “borger.dk” data 

and information may be extended inter-organizational to e.g. “sundhed.dk” and “skat.dk” portals, while still holding a 

“customer, business- or citizen-centric ownership of data to the user” – according to the PPR model, Phase IV – but also 

the Deloitte and Touche’s (2001) six-stage model, focusing on ”citizen-centric data” in this futuristic ”citizen service 

perspective”.  

E-consultation by online dialog 

While now viewing the citizens 100% as a digital user of public services in the light of  “borger.dk”, one of the 

challenges is how to bring online real-time dialog between citizens, public employees and public businesses partners 

and suppliers, in for example case handling, across inter-organizational borders. This may be referred to as e-

consultation, increasing online dialog with citizen. In this future created inter-organizational environment citizens (or 

individual businesses) may online create and access the personalized online cases, follow the progress, and see who 

and when specific case workers, consultants or healthcare professionals have accessed and also updated their case 

[derived from Andersen & Henriksen (2006), p245]. This is highly relevant in social services and healthcare, where 

tasks concerning the citizens often are transferred across public agencies and private vendors, including often private 

businesses and consultants! This will require the “data mobility across organizations”, as PPR2 model also shows. 

Furthermore with new demands from always online citizens (even when mobile) requires a set of “dynamic and 

modularized digital devices” for both “recording, accessing, exchanging of data, information and knowledge across 

distances” [Andersen (2006), p5]. This is a highly interesting issue, suggesting 100% focus on the citizen’s seamless 

mobile demand for information within a seamless mobile data environment, suggesting mobile data processing through 

the whole value-chain! New integrated portals and mobile applications using open standards may now be used by both 

citizen and public consultants across several portals and mobile devices. Thus in the light of “borger.dk” me must 

address how we for the future may envision case workers, social services, businesses, public consultants and healthcare 

professionals, may communicate and work together inter-organizational in real-time with customers, citizens or 

companies – across locations – while focusing on the PPR model Phase IV. We must focus on external/horizontal and 

inter-organizational integration of mobile data and processes directed towards the citizen, businesses and users, which 

has high potential to optimize and automate internal processes within and across businesses and government agencies – 

and consequently deliver much more value-adding services to the citizen! 
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Citizen-centric inter-organizational and horizontal IT integration 

Using IT in government (not as an in-house venture) but as an inter-governmental and inter-organizational venture, 

may directly encourage public employee’s direct and real-time interaction with citizens and external users online.  

[Andersen (2006), p6]. The main citizen-centric inter-organizational challenge is to align internal e-government 

applications towards the external users rather than the in-house needs [Andersen (2006), p1]. Applying both horizontal, 

online interactions and inter-organizational processes across public services and healthcare sector is still a great 

challenge, which may however lead to a large reducing in costs of sending, storing and retrieving data and information 

[Andersen (2006), p12] - especially if the workflow of data and the processes are optimized towards citizen self-service 

and interactions on the portals first - and then secondly on fixed or mobile and professional user of data secondly.  

 

The challenge is actually to turn as many processes as possible towards the citizen portals by “borger.dk”, “sundhed.dk” 

and “skat.dk” portals, but integrating data towards professional mobile or remote user, which means connecting citizen 

portals to internal and mobile applications! In this highly inter-organizational and horizontal integration environment, 

the challenge is to connect internal software to external portals with much better user interactions on the portal – but 

also increase horizontal integrate processes between the different citizen-centric portals (borger.dk, sundhed.dk, 

skat.dk, etc.)! This now means, that citizen data should be made available on citizen portals first, and then integrated 

into either internal IT or mobile devices secondly, if we (according to PPR model) wants to move “ownership of data to 

the citizen”. Such “citizen data” may be derived from a large number of Internet/network sources, crossing inter-

governmental and inter-organizational borders across both private and public sector!  

Internal IT, external portal & mobile application architecture 

So only a combined internal IT and advanced portal environment for mobile applications is flexible enough for both 

citizen self-service, but also public and professional interactions from both fixed and mobile applications – now 

delivering data to the citizen-centric portals offering very advanced interactions and dialog with the citizen! Notably 

often today, the integration is done directly from internal IT to mobile devices for e.g. healthcare professionals, which 

misses the many times needed self-service and interaction potential with the citizen, needed to transfer the “ownership 

of data to the citizen”, according to PPR model phase IV. Thus, the PPR model in Phase IV must focus on core 

activities and tasks being transferred from internal IT to citizen-centric portals and also mobile applications, which 

again deliver updated production data and information back to the same portal - or other citizen-centric portals! Now 

the citizens can better service themselves, within an “open portal application environment” – thereby redistributing 

mobile resources in and across the government agencies, in a much better way than today 1. For this reason Andersen 

(2006) now talks about “abandoning the intranets” in Phase III of the PPR model – and instead turn more and more 

information towards the online and mobile citizen, in what is called “penetration of the organizational membrane” 

[Andersen (2006), figure 1, p5].  

 

So the challenge is, as the “Public Sector Process Rebuilding” course and maturity models suggests, primarily a citizen-

centric business organizational and business process re-building challenge! In IT-methodology this is often referred to 

as “Service-Oriented Architecture” (SOA), which however must be governed by “Enterprise Architecture” (EA) 

knowledge, that requires business IT leaders with inter-organizational skills, who are able to make the actual blueprint 

for e-business and e-government on a very high level, for cross-organizational business process implementation and 

value chain integration - in a number of private and public organizations, at the same time! 
                                                           
1 Extended from Andersen & Henriksen (2006), p246 
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Citizen-Centric E-government Model (2007) 

The citizen-centric “mobile data challenge” across inter-government and inter-organizational barriers, may actually be 

represented by the E-government model, which I developed in my Cand.IT E-business thesis. 

 

 
 

Model above fully supports SOA, EA and EU’s Interoperability Framework for e-business and e-government for 

internal and external, dynamic and interoperable organizations. So in an effort, to turn customer/citizen data and 

information towards the external user, citizen and business, we may actually be looking at the 3 last stages of the 

Deloitte and Touche’s (2001) six-stage model – in order to achieve ”full integration and enterprise transaction – an 

ideal vision in which governments provide sophisticated, unified, and personalized services to every customer 

according to their own needs and preferences.” In reality, this may be done by following the model above - and the 

LEAN principles and values, represented in “LEAN-huset” pictured below.  
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Figur 3: LEAN-huset  

[Kilde: “God LEAN-ledelse” af Mikkel Eriksen, Thomas Fischer & Lasse Mønsted] 

Conclusion: Suggestions for E-government 
Still today, unfortunately a lot of citizen information is stored in a rather diverse and uncontrollable pattern behind 

internal IT and Intranets, so organizing data and information for business- and citizen-centric portals in a mobile 

application environment is not an easy task, but not impossible! As this synopsis showed, internal IT, portals and 

mobile applications must be seen by managers as a number of small bricks, that needs to be fitter together horizontally 

and inter-organizational towards the citizen or business - in a much better and more planned manner than today. This 

may be done only by people, with both business-organizational and technical IT professional skills, in a close business 

and government IT-development collaboration – possibly not seen before in history.  

The main challenge: Citizen portals, e-CRM, e-ESDH & e-EPJ 

Following the PPR model (phase IV) and Deloitte and Touche’s six-stage model (step 2 and 3), the government, 

businesses and IT-industry must research further on how internal IT, external portals, but also mobile applications for 

professionals are built inter-organizational for better self-service and 2-way interactions between public citizen portals! 

The main challenges seems to be, how to better connect internal ERP with customer-centric “e-commerce portals”, 

connect internal ESDH applications with citizen-centric “borger.dk” portal, connect internal EPJ applications with 

citizen-centric “sundhed.dk” portal – and then connect any internal ERP applications, any mobile applications and any 

portal to the external “skat.dk” portal! All this is possible; it just requires the right team of business IT users, 

government administrators and technical people – working together closely – as a team.  

 

The developed workflow and business process model for e-government and e-business, may actually be the starting 

point, that secures the highly desired “data mobility across organizations” and “data mobility across vendors” – where 

“ownership of data can be transferred to the customer or citizen” finally, when at the same time creating true vertical 

and horizontal integration and reducing paperwork. Therefore software application integration and mobility research 

towards business- and citizen-centric portals must be done, within the public and private sector, breaking down the 

inter-organizational barriers, while focusing on better – and highly innovative business- and citizen-centric e-

government and e-business, resulting in better business value and benefits for businesses, government and IT-vendors.  
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 Enclosure 

Deloitte’s six-stage model (2001) 
Deloitte and Touche’s (2001) six-stage model is based on the customer service perspective, which emphasizes 
customer-centricity, and defines the process as an evolution of the relationship between governments and citizens. 
However, besides enhancing customer service, e-government should also improve internal operations such as internal 
efficiency and effectiveness of government administration. 
 
Believing that the purposes of e-government are to serve citizens as customers and to build a long term relationship with 
citizens, Deloitte & Touche (2001) proposed a six-stage model as described below: 
 

(1) information publishing/dissemination – Governments provide users with increased access to information; 
(2) “Official” two-way transaction – agencies are used to provide interaction between governments and users by 

using information and communication technologies such as digital signatures and security keys; 
(3) multi-purpose portals – governments utilize a single portal to provide universal service across multiple 

departments; 
(4) portal personalization – governments enable users to customize portals according to their own desires; 
(5) clustering of common services – governments enhance collaboration and reduce intermediaries (between 

operational processes) in order to provide a unified and seamless service; and 
(6) full integration and enterprise transaction – an ideal vision in which governments provide sophisticated, 

unified, and personalized services to every customer according to their own needs and preferences. 
 

[Siau Streib (2003)]  

 

Synopsis questions: 
 

1. Hvilken sammenhæng er der mellem LEAN og modenhedsmodellerne ovenfor? 

Hvordan kan LEAN være med til at opfylde modenhedsmodellernes mål?  

 

 

 

2. Hvordan kan LEAN-tilgangen tilpasses kommende ESDH og ”borger.dk”, samt EPJ og ”sundhed.dk”? 

Hvordan kan LEAN og borgerportaler, samt ESDH og EPJ skabe større horizontal og inter-organisatorisk 

værdi?  

 

 

 

3. Hvilke services kan digitaliseres ud mod virksomheder eller borgeren, og dernæst inter-organisatorisk 

mellem offentlige og private organisationer, herunder leverandører af offenlige ydelser?  

(Se udviklet model fra mit Cand.IT E-business speciale). 

 


